#203 from the Italian Series, 1989
Since the mid-1970s Cindy Sherman has been creating photographs that run helter-skelter across the topology of human identity. Among the earliest of these was a series of black and white "movie-stills" that reproduced the look of 1940s and '50s Hollywood cinema and focused on aspects of the classic female ingenue, portrayed invariably and in great variety by Sherman herself. These were followed by larger color works derived from the photographic styles and "girlie magazines." The glamour and seductiveness of these images began to pale, however, when Sherman, again disguised as a multitude of personalities, appeared with strange bruises or oddly unconcealed prostheses. By the late 1980s, her photographs had become extremely large and grotesque, with a sense of horror and witchery reminiscent of the morbid fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm. At one point, all that remained of the human form in her photographs were a few revolting bits and excrescences: a disembodied finger or a pool of vomit.

While this progression in her oeuvre might seem to indicate Sherman's descent into an expressionistic netherworld of emotion and dis-ease, such a view is belied by the calculated artifice of even the most bizarre images--there is nothing conventionally expressionistic in the way they were made. Rather than expressing a unique and purely private state of mind, Sherman's images are always poised in an uneasy balance between self-expression and participation--albeit ironic--in the dominant social conventions of representation. Her characteristic distortion and disfigurement of the female form, for example, may be less about some internal misery than they are problematizations of the representation of women in a misogynistic society; in such images, Sherman seems to be directly challenging the complacency of the viewer's objectifying gaze.

In Sherman's newest works, this sort of confrontational stance coexists with a keen sense of satirical wit. Perhaps in recognition of the fact that she herself has recently been accorded the status of a contemporary master, Sherman's recent photographs abandon the look of cheap horror films for the faux elegance of simulated great master paintings. Although some of these photographs are based on actual art historical models, for example, the Caravaggio Bacchus, most of them simply reconstruct the general effect of some specific moment in painting history between the Renaissance and the advent of Modernism, pointing with uncanny precision to a style of representation that we can easily identify with a particular age, culture, and class. In these, as in her earlier works, however, Sherman intentionally reveals the props of her charade. In a recent interview, Sherman explained, "I want to play with what's real. The pictures are fake, yet real. But if I covered the seams so that no one knew that the nose was fake, then I'd feel I was just mimicking them. I'd be an impersonator, a mime."

Sherman's concentration on the period of European art between the 15th and 19th centuries extends and focuses her examination of the production of identity through social conventions of representation. Painting of this era was generally predicated on a desire to achieve what Norman Bryson has called the "Natural Attitude," that is, a description as accurate as possible of external reality. As Bryson argues, such naturalism sought "to transcend the limitations imposed by history." However, the supposed objectivity of pure visual simulation was called upon, in effect, to naturalize and thereby legitimize the various class, gender, and religious ideologies that lay behind these "realistic" portraits.

"It is more accurate to say," notes Bryson, "that 'realism' lies rather in a coincidence between a representation and that which a particular society proposes and assumes as its reality; a reality involving the complex formation of codes of behaviour, law, psychology, social manners, dress, gesture, pose--all those practical norms which govern the stance of human beings towards a particular historical environment."1

Sherman turns the tradition of the "Natural Attitude" on its head by using photography, that apotheosis of objective representation, to indicate the ruptures, falsehoods, and hidden agendas that haunt the production of "realist" imagery. Her recent photographs artfully negotiate a position between male and female, between self and society, and between past and present that is equally inspired by critical reflection and generous imagination.

Cindy Sherman was born in 1954. She currently lives and works in New York City.
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